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Philips takes the guesswork 
out of remote setups 

These days, a proven solution for remote setups is crucial 
to your success. When it comes to masks, you need the 
right fit from the start. With Philips DreamWear fit packs 
or Mask Selector 2D, you have everything you need to help 
your patients find the mask that’s right for them from the 
convenience of their homes.

Mask Selector 2D helps get 
your patients the right fit, 
right from home

Learn more about Philips Mask Selector 2D

When fitting a patient remotely, Philips Mask Selector 2D 
is a convenient tool to find right mask type and fit. It helps 
deliver an accurate, personalized mask recommendation 
simply by using the patient’s cell phone, tablet, or computer.  
Mask Selector 2D asks the patient a few questions about 
themselves and their sleep habits and uses the camera to 
take a single picture of their face.

Rooted in science and data, it features a proprietary 
algorithm based on over 10 years of facial scanning research 
and built on a wide range of ethnicities and geographies to 
determine an accurate, precise CPAP mask recommendation.

Learn more ›

https://www.usa.philips.com/healthcare/e/sleep/the-right-mask-from-the-start#slide_2d
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Caution: U.S. federal law restricts these devices 
to sale by or on the order of a physician.
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Contact your local sales representative today to learn more about 
Philips Mask Selector 2D service or DreamWear fit packs

DreamWear fit packs let patients choose 
their most comfortable cushion 
If your business doesn’t participate in the Mask Selector 2D 
program, DreamWear fit packs are the perfect option for 
remote mask fitting. Fit packs include all available cushion 
sizes for full face, under-the-nose nasal or silicone pillows 
(S, M, L and MW), a medium frame and headgear. And, 
with DreamWear’s unique modular frame design, setup 
is made even more efficient by enabling patients to easily 
swap between cushion sizes to find the proper fit.

Modularity makes setup simpler
If patients require a different cushion type, DreamWear’s unique modular design makes 
switching between them easy.2 Whether a patient is fit on a full face, under-the-nose nasal 
or silicone pillows cushion and needs to try another cushion type, DreamWear’s modular 
design makes it possible to switch without changing masks.1,2 DreamWear is the only 
modular mask system that allows you to switch between full face, under-the-nose nasal or 
silicone pillows and has comparable sizing across all three cushion types, helping you save 
time and money if a patient needs to switch.2

1The DreamWear modular mask system is mask frame that accommodates nasal, pillow, and full face cushions and associated headgear. Priced separately.
2Switching from a nasal cushion or silicone pillows cushion to a full face cushion requires different headgear and instructions. Consumers must consult their provider  
 before making adjustments.

Learn more about Philips DreamWear fit packs

Learn more ›

https://www.homehealth.estore.philips.com/Philips-Global-Category/sleep/masks/dreamwear-full/c/HC_DREAMWEAR_FULL_SU

